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INTRODUCTION 
LET S’ = {x : x E R’, [[xl] = 1) and x = ( xl, x2. x3, x4) E 9. Setting u,(x) = (-x2, xl, -x4, x3 defines 
a unit vector which depends continuously on x and is always orthogonal to x, i.e., a vector field on 
S3 consisting of unit vectors (a “l-field”). Another such l-field would clearly be uz(x) = 
(-xz, XI, x4. -x3, and it can be shown that u, and uz are not homotopic (through l-fields). For 
details of this proof, as well as the other assertions in this paragraph, we refer the reader to [12]. 
Both u, and uz are linear in the sense that the co-ordinate functions are linear, and of the 
countably many homotopy classes of l-fields on S’, any linear l-field turns out to be homotopic to 
u, or oz. An example of a l-field on S3 homotopic to neither u, nor uz and hence to no linear field is 
given by 
u,(x) =(-xz,x,[l -4(x12+x.iz)],-xx4(1 -4x,*)+4x,x*x3,x3(1 -4x,z)+4x,x2x3. 
Although u, is not linear, it does have the property of being “odd” or “skew”, i.e., 
u,(-x) = -u,(x), and it turns out that any l-field on S’ is homotopic to a skew l-field. 
Indeed, defining an r-field on a Riemannian manifold M to be a family of r vector fields which 
are orthonormal at every point of M, it was shown in [ 1 I] that for any r 5 5 and any sphere S”-‘, 
all r-fields on S”-’ are homotopic to skew r-fields. A proof of this assertion for r = 6 was given 
shortly afterwards by Strutt (unpublished). In this paper we shall prove that for any r and any 
S”-‘, all r-fields on S”-’ are homotopic to skew r-fields. 
The technique used in [ll] was to reduce the problem to one concerning the projective 
homotopy rr?i( Vn_,.r) of the Stiefel manifold Vn_,.,, at least for 1 s r S 7. In [5] it was shown 
that for r 2 8 and r even the problem could again be reduced to finding nr?‘$ Vn-,,,). For r 2 4 the 
homotopy in question is stable (except on S’ and S15), and recently much progress has been made 
in calculating stable projective homotopy (cf. [6] and [7]). 
In 5 1 we prove, using methods similar to those of 171, that for any S”-’ admitting an r-field, 
rf I, 3, 7 and 2 + 2r < n (for stability), vr~Yi(V,_,.,)= TT._,(~._,.,) (cf. Theorem 1.4 and 
Corollary 1.5). In 82 and 93 we prove a correspondence theorem between skewness of r-fields 
and n,PY9’( if.-,.,) which generalizes the results of [5], in particular removes the restriction that r 
be even, and at the same time has a basically simpler proof (Theorem 2.3). Combining Theorems 
1.4 and 2.3 gives our main result as stated above, except for the 7-fields on S”, S2’ and 8-fields on 
S15, for which special arguments are given in 64. As a corollary, in 4.5 examples are also given of 
spaces X such that 7rkpr“j (X) is not a subgroup of TV. 
It is worth noting that the question of classifying the linear orthonormal r-fields can be 
approached from the viewpoint of representation theory. In particular, Eckmann’s proof[3] of 
the Radon-Hurwitz theorem can be applied to yield upper bounds on the number of possible 
homotopy classes which contain linear fields. In this paper, however, we will confine our 
attention to the skew r-fields. 
The authors thank I. M. James for suggesting the present proof of (4.1). This research was 
supported in part by a National Science Foundation grant to R.J.M. 
41. SOME PROJECTIVE HOMOTOPY OF STIEPEL MANIPOLDS 
The projective homotopy of a space X has been defined in [ 1 l] and elsewhere, and it is well 
known that ,pr”‘(X) is a subgroup of r”(X) in the stable range, which is the range we will be 
dealing with except for the following general lemma. 
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1.1. LEMMA. Let n be odd, X be l-connected, Q E .R.“~‘(X), p E r”(X). Then a + 28 E 
7r”p’“‘(x). 
Proof. Say a and /3 are represented respectively by maps f, g:S” +X, with f factoring by 
hypothesis as a composition S” 4 P2” 2 X, where y is the standard double covering followed by 
the collapsing of P’. Let p: Pz” + P,” = S” be the map collapsing P”-‘, then py = 2. The 
composition PZ” 5 PZ” X PZ” s PZ” X S” pulls back under the (n )-equivalence 
PZ”vS”~PZ”XS” to a map q:PZn + PZ” vS” such that cp*[yl = ([yl,2) E P,(P,” vS”) = 
rn(P2”)@n.(S”). The class a +28 is then factored as the composition 
S”-GP*“4p,“iJS”~XVX~x. 
1.2. COROLLARY. If n is odd, X l-connected, and n_(X) finitely generated, then all elements of 
r.(X) are projective if and only if all elements of the 2-primary component of IT”(X) are 
projective. 
Whenever all elements of n,(X) are projective, we shall say that 71. (X) is fully projective. For 
convenience we state the Kahn-Priddy Theorem, in the form that is needed here (cf. [71). 
1.3. THEOREM. Let N be a suficiently large integer and h: SNP’ + SN a map such that the 
functional Sq’ and Sq”” operations are non-trivial. Then for a finite connected CW-complex X 
of dimension less than or equal to s, h,: {X, P’} + {X, 9’) is an epimorphism on the 2-primary 
components. 
1.4. THEOREM. Let r < p(n) (p(n) being theRadon-Hurwitz number of n), and let 2(1+ r) < n. 
Then for rf 1, 3, 7 n.-,(PZITI:) is fully projective, 05 i 5 r - 1. 
Proof. By Corollary 1.2 above, we need only show that the 2-primary component of 
~T._,(P~I:_,) is fully projective. 
An easy consequence of the definition of projective homotopy (cf. [61 92) is that a class 
[g] E ryT$P::If?,) if and only if there is a homotopy commutative diagram 
where y is the standard double covering followed by collapsing P”-‘-’ to a point. All maps here. 
being in the stable range, we obtain an equivalent problem on passing to S-duals. In particular, 
taking DM-,, where M = 2p and p is any sufficiently large integer, we have 
S”-” z P$I;:;+i 
Thus [g] is projective if and only if there exists a map h making (I) homotopy commutative. 
Now r <p(n) implies f(r) < fp(n) = t+(n)+ 1, where n = 2 “2(“)(2”~(“‘+‘). Hence f(r) 5 v2(n), 
or the bundles (M-n)&, (M - n)[,- -. , , are trivial. Using suitable Thorn spaces, we see that (I) 
can be written as 
S”-” t- Y-“(PI+,) 
2 
,’ I 
a/ 
F(P+l) 
Since N = M - n can be taken arbitrarily large, the proof will be completed by use of Theorem 
1.3 above, provided the functional Sq’ and Sq’+’ induced by D-y are non-zero. However, from the 
cofibration 
we see that Sq*, # 0 (since (“-;-‘) + O(2), r + 1) and SqZ,’ f 0 (since (“;?,-‘) f O(2), rf 1,3,7). 
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1.5. COROLLARY. Under the same hypotheses on r and n, T,-,( Vn-,-,.,-G) is fully projectice, 
i 20. 
1.6. Remark. The above theorem does not hold for r = 1, 3, 7, as is shown by the example 
rJProj( V,,) = ryProi(SJ) = 0 (cf. [IO] or [6]). However, it does hold in case r = 1, 3, 7 and 
r + 1 <p(n), since then ( “‘;:;I) d O(2) holds. For example, r,,( V,,,) is fully projective. 
As a final remark we notice that Theorem 1.4 above and Theorem 1 of [7], although similar in 
proof, have hypotheses that apply in rather different circumstances. It would be possible, 
however, to state more general hypotheses which include those of both theorems. 
92. CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN SKEW r-FIELDS AND n”;(V._,..) 
Let p(n) = m, and let (i) r 5 m - 1, so that S”-’ admits an r-field. We consider the 
commutative diagram of fibrations 
V.-l., =_ V”_l., A V”_lJ 
I 
ir 
1 
i2 
I 
il 
(II) V n.r+, --L Xv,, 2 E 
I 
-9 
I 
-2 
1 
n3 
S”_’ L, pm-1 4 p_n-1 
where Xn.,+, is the associated projective Stiefel manifold and the fibration rrTTz, being trivial on 
Pm-’ (cf. [l], Theorem 7.4), can be considered as induced by a fibration n, over 
P, “-’ = P”-‘/Pm-‘. Also, c, E are the usual double covers, d the usual quotient map, and we 
write dc = y, &? = 7. 
From now on we also impose the condition (ii) m < n -r. 
2. I. Remark. For r > 8 inequality (i) implies (ii). 
2.2. LEMMA. In (II) above, all three fibrations admit cross-sections (assuming of course (i) 
and (ii)). 
Proof. The section for n, is just an r-field on S”--l, which exists since r <m. Indeed, as 
proved by Radon, Hurwitz, Eckmann[3], and others, there exists a linear r-field s on S”-‘. Since 
s is linear it is certainly skew linear, and therefore induces a section t of rZ. It remains to show 
that 7~~ admits a cross-section. 
Consider y = &: P”-’ + E. Clearly, y(P”-‘)Ci,(V,-,.,), and [Pm-‘, V._,.,] = 0 since 
m - I < n - 1 - r. It follows by the homotopy extension property that y = z: P”-‘-+ E with 
z(P”_‘) = e,, the base point of E. Then z factors into a composition P”-’ 2 pm”-’ -3 E. and if 
we can show that A = rju is a homotopy equivalence we will be done, for it will then follow (by 
the covering homotopy property) that u 0A’ is homotopic to a cross-section of TV, where A’ is a 
homotopy inverse of A. To accomplish this, it suffices by the Whitehead Theorem to show that 
id = A*: H*(P,“-’ )+ H+(P,,,-‘). Now Ad = r,ud = r3.z = z-,y = d, so consider the commuta- 
tive diagram 
3 zf,(P,“_‘; 2) 
H,(P”-‘; Z) 
1 
** 
-2 H,(P,“-‘; Z) 
If m is odd then d* is an isomorphism, m 5 4. whence A * = id, 0 5 q, and we are done. So now 
suppose m even. The same argument shows A+ = id, qf m. Taking H,(P,“-‘; ZZ), d* is an 
isomorphism and thus A, = id: H,,,(P,,,“-‘; Z,)-, H,,,(P,,,-‘; ZJ. It follows that on 
H,(P,“_‘; Z), A * is a map of odd degree, say 2k + 1. We wish to modify u to a map U, such that 
(n,u,)* will be the identity for all q. 
To accomplish this, let 
fPm” --I = p”-’ LJ cP”_ + (P”_’ u cPm-‘)v(SP--‘) = Pm”-‘v(SP”_‘) 
be the map obtained by pinching Pm-’ X {f} to a point. We have H, (P,,,“-‘) = Z = H,(SP”-I), 
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generated say by a, P respectively, and one readily finds that f*(a) = 
(a, -2p1 E H,(P,"-'v Pm-')-H"(P,"-'@ H,(SP”_‘), while for q >m. 
f*: f&(P,“-I)-+ H,(P,“-‘)@O is the identity. Let g: SP”-‘--+ Pm”-’ be any map such that 
g*(B)= a, for ex&nple, g can be taken as the composition SP”-‘2 S(P”-‘/Pm-‘)= 
S” 4 Pm”-‘, where p is the quotient map and J is inclusion into the bottom cell. From the fibre 
mapping sequence for Vn-,., + E 3 Pm”-’ and inequality (ii), it is readily seen that 
7r3+: [SPrn_‘, El+ [SP”_‘, Pm”-’ ] is a group epimorphism. Then taking 2: SP”-’ -+ E such that 
a,*[g] = -&[g], we set U, equal to the composition P,"-' A P,“-‘vSP”-‘“4 Ev E 5 E. It 
readily follows that (n,u,)* is the identity in all dimensions, so again we are done. 
Given any cross-section u of ITS, there are unique induced cross-sections t, s of 7~2. .rI 
respectively such that & = ud, Fs = tc. Letting XS[r] be the homotopy classes of cross-sections 
of a fibration V, we thus obtain an “inducing map”, 9: XS[rJ -, XS[n,], and clearly the image 
of 4 consists of homotopy classes represented by skew r-fields, since cs = tc implies that s is a 
skew cross-section. We write XS’[r,] for the subset of XS[n,] consisting of classes of sections 
homotopic to skew sections. 
We now turn to the main theorem connecting ryZi( V”_,.<) with the skew r-fields on S”-‘. 
2.3 THEOREM. Suppose (i) r < m = p(n), (ii) m < n - r, and (iii) x,_,( V,_,,,) isfitllyprojectice. 
Then any r-field on S”-’ is homotopic to a skew r-field. 
The proof shall be divided into the cases r < p(n) - 1 and r = p(n) - 1, of which the second 
case will be handled in $3. Also note, by 2.1, that hypothesis (iii) above is redundant unless r = 1, 
3, 7. 
Case 1, r <p(n): Let u,, be a fixed cross-section of 7~~, which exists by Lemma 2.2, and let so 
be the corresponding induced skew section of r,. Thus, ysO = uOy, where y = dc, 7 = & as 
before. 
Consider the commutative diagram 
E LCI P,“-‘v V,_,,, 2 P,“-’ x Vn-Lr -=+ V,-,,,, 
b 1 p’ K4 
Pmn-’ 
where p,, pz are the standard projections, p the inclusion, and a = Fo(uovi,). Because 
m+(n-I-r)=(m-r)+(n-l)Zn+l, the spectral sequence for the fibration 
V.-I,, 
‘F, E “) pm”4 shows that (Y is an (n - I)-homotopy equivalence, and similarly for P. 
Thus, we have isomorphisms 
[Pm”-‘, E] B,-,-1 [Pm”-‘, Pm”-’ x V”_,.,] -2 [Pm”-‘, P,“_‘] x [Pm”-‘, v,-,.,I. 
Noting that XS[r,] ---, [P,,, “-I, E] is indeed an inclusion by Barcus’ Lemma, we see that 
*l3 r~r-‘: XS[~T,]_~, [id,_--11 x [Pm”-‘, Vn-l.r]. Thus we obtain an isomorphism i = 
p2*Pca+-‘: XS[7rJ -=+ [P,“_‘, V,_,.,]. The usual isomorphism w: XS[n,l+ CT-,(V,-,.,), 
obtained from the split short exact sequence 
0 - T”_,( v,-I.,) - r”-l( V,.,+,) (,o)* = 7r_,(.!Y’)- 0, 
can also be constructed in the same fashion as 5 using 
V “JC, Is”-’ v V”_,., B’ .s”_’ x v,-I,,, 
where a’ = Fo(sOvi,). Since uO and so are compatible, it is easy to see that the following 
commutes: 
XS[7r?rJI -5 [Pm”-‘, v"-,.,I 
I 
/ 
1 
*- 
XS[7r,l'"-, ?r-,(V"-l.,). 
Since y* is epic by hypothesis (iii), so is 9, whence XS[a,] = Im 9 CXS’[n,] CXS[a,] implies 
XS’[x,] = XS[?T,]. 
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Remark. The above proof breaks down when r = p(n) - 1 because a,, B+ above are no longer 
isomorphisms, although still epimorphisms. The difficulty is that they usually have different 
“Kernels”, and the proof of Case 2 in $3 will be carried out by measuring this difference. 
$3. CASE 2 OF THEOREM 23,T?IE MAXIMAL FIELDS 
We now consider r = m - 1, and have the (n - I)-equivalences 
E &(P,,,-‘v Vn-,.,,-JU*e”, 
P m “-’ x V._,.,_, 2-(Pmn-‘v V __,. __,) UU,.hlen. 
where j,, jz are inclusions into the bottom cells of Pm”-‘, V,-,.,-, respectively, [iI, jz] their 
Whitehead product, and A is the attaching map in E. Note that [A] and [i,, jz] generate the 
respective kernels of a*, /3* in r_-,. 
3.1. LEMMA. Let K E T~_,(S”-~) generate the image of the J-homomorphism, then for some 
integer x, [A] = U,, jz] + xj2*(K). 
Proof. Consider the diagram 
EPI-I,E 
where ‘8 is the induced fibration. Here 8 + (S” v V,_ ,.,_,) U,e” is an (n - I)-equivalence where 
p is the attaching map in ‘8, and we have j,*[p] = [A]. Since m < n - 1 the associated R” bundle 
9 is stable, and by [2, p. 99, Theorem 1.21, 9 = .F~_,,,+,@(m - 1)~. Let % be the associated 
sphere bundle to .Fn_,+,, giving another diagram of fibrations 
S”_” ‘2 
- v,-1.,-l 
S” p_ S” 
and again 3 = (S” vS”-“) Uee” with F,*h*[e] = [A]. 
e = IL,, L._,] + XK, and the result follows by naturality. 
3.2. LEMMA. K E r,“?‘i(S”-“) and factors as 
S”_’ -% S”_” 
Yl\ /K, 
PEI:, 
with K: = 0 in Zz cohomology provided m - 1 f 1, 3, 7. 
Now it is well known (cf. [8]) that 
Proof. The first assertion follows from Theorem 1.4. To show K : = 0, first note that PzIk is 
not coreducible by Theorem 1.2 of [l], since n-m+p(n-m)=n-p(n)+p(n-m)Sn-1 
(again provided m - 1 # 1,3,7). If n - m is odd K ,* is clearly zero, so let n - m be even. Suppose 
K : # 0, then S”-” 12 Pi:!,, a S”-” has odd degree, say 21+ 1. We obtain a map 
v: PlIL_, S”_” of degree 2 on the bottom cell from the cofibration sequence 
s”-“-‘-+ p;:;_, + pi:;; S”_“. Then in the cohomotopy group a”-“(PZII), any map 
representing K~ - Iv has degree 1, contradicting the fact that P;:!,, is not coreducible. Hence 
K : = 0 in &-cohomology. 
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 2.3, Case 2. Note that 
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Alsonotethat a,(E)= n,(P,,,“-‘)@1~~(V~_,.~_,)comingfromthesp1ittingmap uo*,similarly 
q(V_.,)= ~~(S”-‘)O~~(V._,.~-,) coming from so*, and since so and u,, are compatible 
y*: T,(V..,)+ TT~,(E) corresponds to Y* 0 
( > 0 id’ 
We will make use of the commutative diagram 
x “,-I,,-1 
where s, s,, f, g will be defined below. 
Let s be any section of nI, then s = a’s,. Set 
p;[s,] = (L, e) E ~“_,(s”-‘>~~“-,(v”-*.~-,~ = ?L-w-’ x vn-Lm-A 
then by the observation above 
Now (y x l)*P;[s~l = (Iyl, 0) E n-,U’m”-’ x Vn_,.,,_,) is projective since both [y] and 0 are 
(using hypothesis (iii)). Hence p(YVl)sl=(Yxl)g's,2fY for some 
f: Pmn-’ + p#_-’ x V.-,.,_,, where p,f = idp_l-l, and f =/3g since 
/3+: [Pm”-‘, P,“--‘v v”-,.m_,]+ [Pm”-‘, Pm”-’ x vn-Lm-J 
is onto. We then have, for some integer t, &I= ([yl, 0, t * Li,, hl), as well as PI&! = pdg =i ptf = 
id,,“-1. 
Now define 6 so that the diagram 
P, 
n--l & p”“-lvp;ll; 
A 
1 f 
pm”-! x p,“-l 2 pm”-, x PrlT:, 
homotopy commutes. Clearly, 6*[y] = ([y], [qy], yu,, j2]) for some integer y. Let 4 be the 
composition 
P,“_‘--e, P_“-‘vP;z1, 
*v(tx.(i~*‘,)) 
> P,“_‘v Vn_,.m_,V v,_,.,_,= P,“_‘v V”_,.m_,. 
Since (K,)* =0 in 2, homology by Lemma 3.2, we have $*[yJ =([y], 8 +fx . jZ*(K), 
(t +2y)[j,, jz]) for some integer y, and also p,$ =idp,--1. Hence a*$*[yl=([y], 
0 -2Yi,*j2*(K))=(IYl, e)+ao, _L*j**(K)). 
By Lemma 1.1 the class ([y], t?) is projective by a map u’: Pm”-’ --) E and it is easily seen 
from the construction of u that T~I(’ = p,a+ = ~~$2: id,“-1. Hence, u’ = u, where u is in fact a 
section of r3. Since u*[y] = ([y], t9) = y*[s], we have that uy = 7s. Letting sI =9(u) be the 
skew section of P, induced by u, we have j%, = uy = ys, i.e., y*[s,] = y*[s]. But r* = 
( > 
y ii is 
manic since y* is (as follows via the Hurewicz homomorphism), so sI = s and we are done. 
3.3. THEOREM. All r-fields on a sphere S”-’ are homotopic to skew r-fields except possibly for 
7-fields on S15 and S”, or S-fields on S’*. 
Proof. For r > 8 inequality (i): r <p(n) always implies that hypotheses (ii) and (iii) of 
Theorem 2.3 are satisfied, so all r-fields are homotopic to skew r-fields. The same holds for r = 8 
except possibly for S-fields on S15, where (ii) fails. For r = 4,5,6 all the hypotheses of Theorem 
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2.3 are satisfied (except on S’, where the result is found in [I I]). For r = 1,2,3 we simply refer to 
[ 1 I]. Finally, for r = 7, the result holds on S’ by [I I], but on S’j (ii) breaks down while on S” (iii) 
actually fails. However, n,,( V,,,,) is fully projective as noted in 1.6 above, so all 7-fields on S” 
are homotopic to skew 7-fields. By taking intrinsic joins (cf. [4]) with a linear 7-field on S’, the 
result also holds for 7-fields on S3”8’, i 2 0. This completes the proof. 
54. THE EXCEPTIONAL CASES 
In case r = I, 3,7 and stability 2(1+ r) < n holds, it often occurs that 7~~_,( V,_,,,) is not fully 
projective. In fact, this is the situation whenever r is also maximal, i.e., p(n) = 2, 4, 8 
respectively, in which case r”_,( V,_,,)/T~?:( V._,.,) = 2,. generated by the Im / generator. 
Nevertheless, all the r-fields are still homotopic to skew r-fields, as is already known for r = I, 3 
(cf [ 1 I]) and for r = 7, n = 32 + 8i. We now wish to prove this for r = 7, n = 16,24. Note that since 
the intrinsic join map nR15( V,5.7) + rz3( V,,,,) is onto [4], the skewness of 7-fields on S*-’ follows 
immediately from those on S’j, which we now prove. 
4.1. LEMMA. n,5(S") is fully projective. 
Proof. 7r15(S8)= Z@Z,@Z,,, and by Lemma 1.1 we need only consider the Z and Zs, 
generated respectively by the Hopf map cr and y = Eu’, where (T’ E r14(S7) generates the Z,. 
From its definition u is projective. 
By naturality, (2~&u is projective. Using Theorems 4.7 and 4.8 of [IS], Ch. 6, one finds 
(~L&o(T = 4a + y, and therefore y E 7~ p;“‘(S”). Similarly (-L~)o(+ is projective, and (-L~)ou = 
(T + 7. Thus 0, U, y, u + y E pP;oi(S’), and since any element of rr,,(S”) will differ from one of 
these four classes by twice an element, the proof of the lemma is complete. 
4.2. COROLLARY. [Lo, bg] is projective. The projectivity of [ L,, L,] has also been studied in [9]. 
4.3. LEMMA. 7rTT15( V,>.,) is fully projective. 
Proof. We can replace VIJ., by P,‘” here, a IS-equivalence. PSI4 is coreducible, SO 
PSI4 = S” v P,‘“. Also, S” v P,‘” T--r S* x Pg” is a IS-equivalence. Thus, P?( V,5.,)- 
7Ti5Pr”i(Sa) x 7riT15pr0i (P914), and 4. I implies T,~ proj(S8) = r,,(S”). while Theorem 1.4 guarantees that 
T,~~‘~~(P~‘~) = 7r,,(P,‘“) (taking n = 16, r = 6, i = 0). 
4.4. PROPOSITION. All 7-fields on S” and S*’ are homotopic to skew. 
Proof. As remarked above, we need only show this for S’j. This result will follow from 
Lemma 4.3 above and Case I of Theorem 2.3, provided that we can show the fibration 
V ,J.,+ E3 P,” admits a cross-section. Note that Lemma 2.2 does not apply here a priori 
because p(n) = 9 = n - r in this case, so inequality (ii) breaks down and [P”, VI,,,] f 0. We can 
nevertheless construct a cross-section for nj by finding a cross-section t of nr2: X16.* + PI5 which 
is compatible with a trivialization of 7r2 over P’C P’j. 
Let L, R: S’+O(8) be given by 
{ 
y.L(x)=xy 
y. R(x)=yx’ 
where x, y are regarded as Cayley numbers 
and /lx]] = 1. Then a linear cross-section s of n,: V16.B-+ S I5 is given by s(x, y) = (R(x), L(y)), 
where x, y E RR, ]]x]]’ + l/y]]’ = 1 ( see also 4.16). Restricting s to S’ = {(xl, . . . , x9, 0,. . , 0)}, we see 
that s(x, x9) = (R(X), x9 + Ze), where x = (x,, . . . ,x8) and Z, is the identity matrix of order 8. But 
this map extends to an obvious trivialization f: S”+ 0(16), namely 
S(x, x9) = 
R (XL x9L 
-x9.18, R(i) > . 
All of these maps, being linear, pass immediately to maps of the corresponding projective spaces, 
and this completes the proof. 
4.5. Remark. The cases where r = 1, 3, 7 and is maximal give rise to examples where n > 1 
and ~,p’“‘(X) is not a subgroup of r”(X). For example, in a5(X,,) = 7r5(P5)@ 7r5(S”) = Z@Z,, 
we find that (1, 0), (1, 1) E ~T~~~‘(X,.~) but (0, I) 6? r5p’“‘(&.2). Similarly, ~P;“‘(X,,.J and 
rTY(X,,) are not subgroups. 
We now turn to the last exceptional case, the g-fields on S”. The correspondence Theorem 2.3 
(Case 2) will again hold here, but it is first necessary to establish three additional facts. 
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4.6. LEMMA. The fibration V,,,+ E 3 P,” admits a cross-section. 
Proof. Similar to that of 4.4, where this time a linear cross-section t of rr,: V,,,g+ S” is given 
by t(x, y) = (y;) ““)), x, y E R’, which restricted to S’ C Si5 trivializes to exactly the same 
section S as in 4.4. 
4.7. LEMMA. 3.1 holds here. 
Proof. We follow the proof of 3.1, giving an R16-bundle 9 over S9 from which we must split 
off 8 trivial bundles, i.e., pull the classifying map y: S9+B0(16) back to BO(8). Now y pulls 
back to BO(9) by stability, and ns(BO(8)) + rrdI?O(9)) is onto (cf. [ 13]), so Y pulls back to BO(8). 
The rest of the proof is identical. 
4.8. LEMMA. 3.2 holds here. 
Proof. It can be seen from [14], p. 61 that [K] = t . U’OTJ,~+ F, + E,, where t = 0 or t = 1. Also, 
by [ 141, p. 64, we see this can be written [K] = (I- t) + ~‘0 TJ ,4 + TJ,O vs. Now ug is the Hopf map 
S”+ SE and is projective, and t 14 is projective by [lo] or [6]. Hence (+‘ov14 and 7~~8 are 
projective, by the naturality of projective homotopy. Furthermore, since S’ is an H-space, 
~y;oj(S’) is a subgroup of nt5(S’) and it follows that [K] E ~~;“j(S’). We then have 
and K: is clearly zero in Z or Z, cohomology. 
COROLLARY. Having proved 4.8, the rest of the proof of Theorem 2.3, Case 2, goes through 
without modification. Thus, we can show all 8-fields on S” are homotopic to skew g-fields if we 
can show that r,s( V,,,) is fully projectiue. As usual we may neglect the odd primary components. 
4.9. LEMMA. P,~( V,,,) = Z + Zs + Zz, and Zs + Z, C rr?( VI&. 
Proof. It is well known that as a 1Cskeleton V’&‘L = P,14 and x,( V,,,) = Zz, 7r8( V,,,) = 0, 
nP( V,,,) = Zz. Taking the usual 7-connective fibering K(Z,, 7) -+ E 1, V,J.8r we see that E is in 
fact e-connected and f*: r,(E) + nb( V,,,) is an isomorphism, q z 8. Then .rrdE) is stable, SO 
both r,,(E) and rrP;Oi(E) can be computed by the Adams spectral sequence and the methods of 
[6]. A rather lengthy computation shows that n15(E) = Z + Zs + Z2 as well as Ze + Zz C a?(E) 
(see 4.15 for some details of this calculation), which gives the desired result after applying f*. 
Since E is g-connected, we also obtain the following corollary, which is crucial in what follows. 
COROLLARY. If [g] E Zs + Z2 C rr,J V,,,), then there is a homotopy commutative diagram 
4.10. LEMMA. All Whitehead products in 7r15( V,,,) are zero. 
Proof. Another calculation with the Adams spectral sequence shows that ~F?‘~(VMJ = 
z + z,6+ zz and that under the iterated suspension 
Ker [T,~( V,,,,,) + z;:P”“( V,,.,)] = 0. Since any Whitehead product in TIJ is 
result follows. 
homomorphism, 
in this kernel, the 
4.11. LEMMA. Vl$ = P,15. 
Proof. Consider the diagram 
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P,l'Uy(e,. es)- P,"ut)(e7. es)=P7”U,el,Ue(e7.es) 
r 
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where the upper spaces are the 1%skeletons of the respective Stiefel manifolds (cf. [21, p. 217). 
Now the cross-section s is homotopic to a map S “4 Vi;:;, and checking cup products mod 2 
shows that k{e15} + I{e, . es} is spherical for some k, I = 1 (mod 2). Since T,~(P,‘~) = ZZ + 22, it 
follows that [e] = [y], whence VY$ = P,” U B (e, . e,) = P,” U,e,J = P,". 
4.12. LEMMA. The generator for Z in r15( V,,,J may be taken as the composition S” 4 PT” 
G vi::; + VI5.B. 
Proof. Call this composition f, and set a = u]. Since 
f * : HIAS “1 - HI4 V,,,,) 
II II 
z z 
is multiplication by 2, it follows using the Hurewicz homomorphism that (Y has infinite order in 
rTT15( V,,,). Now any map g: S” + VIs.8 satisfies 0 = g *: H”( V,5.e; 2,) + H’5(S’J; Zz) since the 
first group is generated by a cup product. Hence g,: H,,(S”) + H,,( V,,,) is multiplication by 2k 
for some k. It follows that a f 2[g] + 0 for any 0 of finite order in n15( V,,,), so a can be taken as 
the free generator. 
COROLLARY. a E rrP;"'( V,,,). 
4.13. PROPOSITION. r15( V,,,,J is fully projective. 
Proof. We know from 4.9 and 4.12 that the generators of this group are projective, but we 
cannot yet add them since rP;“‘( VI,,) is not a priori a subgroup. If ma is any multiple of the free 
generator and 8 any element of finite order in 7r15( V,,,), we know by the Corollaries to 4.9 and 
4.12 that there are compositions 
S15 r, P715 -L v,,, 
S’S -5 P,‘5 L v,,, 
representing ma and 0 respectively. 
Let q : P,l* + P,15 be the quotient map, then there exists a map 6 making the following 
homotopy commute: 
p,lJ ___6__+ p,‘5”pglJ 
i 
J 
r 
P,‘S x P715 Ixq P7’5 x P915 
Clearly, 6,[y] = ([y], [y,], a[j,, jp]) where a is some integer and j,, jPare the respective maps into 
the bottom cells. Now consider the composition cp 
S15 -L p,‘5 -% P715 v p,‘5 
f,VRt F 
- v,,, v VU.8 - V15.8. 
Clearly, [cp] = ma + 8 + aLf,j7,glj9]. But by 4.10 the latter term is zero, so [(p] = 
ma + 0 E rp;“‘( V,,,J, which shows that any element of rIJ( V,,,*) is projective. 
4.14. THEOREM. All g-fields on S” are homotopic to skew g-fields. 
Proof. This is immediate now from 4.13 and the Corollary to 4.8. 
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4.15. By Theorem 2.2 of [6], we have 
where E is taken to be the fibre of Vls, + K(Zz, 7) as in 4.9. 
The cohomology of E mod 2 can be found by standard means and the stable homotopy groups 
involved (mod odd torsion) may then be calculated with the Adams spectral sequence. The Et 
terms through total degree 30, together with the induced map (JAI)*, are illustrated by the 
diagrams below, where the notation indicates (IA l),(x) = (x’), while (IA l)+ is zero on the 
remaining classes. 
1, Z,) I 
\d>/d : 
24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
l 
?L 
Ext,,,,,(H*iP,,AE,Z,) 
0’ “&q/o& 
1 25 26 27 28 29 30 
We see that the Zz and Z8 generators in P,~(E) = T,,,(S’~AE) map to zero at the Ez level and 
hence at the E, level. Since there can be no classes in the second spectral sequence of total 
degree 30 having filtration greater than one, the corresponding homotopy classes must also map 
to zero. 
4.16. Explicitly, the maps s, t, and S in 4.4 and 4.6 are as follows, where C x? = 1. 
/(XI... ..x,.)= 
-1, XI X3 X4 15 X6 X7 1. X9 Xl.2 XII X12 XI, Xl4 Xl, X16 
-x1 x, -x, x, -x6 x, x9 -x, -x,0 x9 Xl2 _-XII Xl4 -XI, -116 X15 
-1, x4 x, -x* -x, -x9 1, X6 -X11 -x12 x9 XI0 Xl, X16 -x11 -X,4 
-x. -x, x2 x, -x* x, -x6 x, -X12 1st -xv2 x9 XI6 -11, 114 -11, 
-1, X6 17 X9 x, -x1 -x, -x, -x1, -XI. -XI, -x,.5 x9 XI. XII X12 
-x9 -x, xs -17 X1 XI x4 -x3 -114 XI, -116 XI, -x,0 x9 -112 Xl1 
-x, -x. -x, xg x, -x, x, I* -x1, Xl6 XI, -x,. --x11 x12 x9 -x10 
-x9 x, -x9 -x, x, x, -x* x, -116 -x1, Xl4 XI3 -x12 -x11 Xl.2 x9 
=x9 Xl0 XII X12 Xl, XI4 XI, X,6 x, -x2 -x, -x1 -x, -x9 -x7 -x9_ 
s equals the composition S” 4 V,6.9 3 Vi6.8, where r is the standard fibering. 
S(x,.....x9)= 
- x, x* x, 1, 
-x2 x, -x* x, 
-x, x, x, -x2 
-x1 -x, x* x, 
-x, X6 XI xs 
-xa -x, xa -x, 
-x7 -x. -x, X6 
-xa x, -16 -x, 
-19 
-x9 
-x9 
-x9 
XJ 
-X6 
-x7 
-x. 
XI 
X2 
X3 
X4 
X6 x7 X8 x9 
x5 Xa -X7 X9 
-xs x, X6 X9 
x7 -xa x, XP 
-x1 -x, -x, X9 
XI x. -x5 X9 
-x4 x, XI X9 
x5 -x2 x, X9 
x, -x* -x, -x, -x, -x6 -x, -x* 
x2 x, XI -x, X6 -x, -x8 x, 
x3 -x. x, x2 x, x. -x, -xf, 
XI x, -x* x, X8 -x, X6 -x, 
x5 -16 -x, -x9 I, x* x, x, 
-x9 X6 x, -xa x7 -x2 I, -x1 x, 
-x9 x1 Xa x, -1s -x, X, x, -x2 
-xv x. -x7 X6 x, -x1 -x, x* x, 
-x9 
L 
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